




The given question has one blank indicating that 

something has been omitted. Choose the word for the 

given options that could fit in the blank correctly.



Bureaucratic inefficiency also affects growth directly 

through _________ of investments in the economy.

1. misconception

2. misunderstanding

3. misfortune

4. misbehave

5. misallocation



Rajasthan’s first wellness resource ______ has 

been launched.

1. cater

2. under

3. early

4. home

5. center



Due to the ________ in COVID19 cases, the 

examinations of the CBSE have been postponed.

1. surge

2. due

3. cause

4. status

5. bases



She had not sought to influence the voters on 

religious lines and had spoken in ________ of 

religious harmony.

1. doubt

2. scream

3. favor

4. stretch

5. foe



All these are bad___________  , against the 

backdrop of an intensely competitive political 

battle.

1. omens

2. canny

3. dilatory 

4. martinet 

5. inchoate



In this question, a sentence has been divided into four 

parts (A), (B), (C) and (D). Read the sentence to find out 

whether there is any grammatical error in it. The error if 

any, will be in one part of the sentence. Mark that part as 

your answer. If there is no error, the answer is ‘No error’. 

Ignore the error of punctuation if any.



On West Bengal, (A)/ economic and developmental 

measures (B)/ appear to have weakened (C)/ the 

Maoist stranglehold since 2012. (D)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



Until their new homes are ready, (A) the community 

will stay (B)/ at a temporary shelter at Kadassery

(C)/ till the constructions is completed. (D) 

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



Former Iraqi president Saddam Hussein (A)/ was 

neither brave or cowardly (B)/ in the last moments 

(C)/ prior to his execution.(D)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



According to the Indian Constitution (A)/ the right 

to the equality (B)/ is one of the most important (C)/ 

fundamental rights of the Indian citizen. (D)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



The students, along with their (A)/ teacher, is 

prepared (B)/ to face the other students (C)/ in the 

examination. (D)/

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



A sentence/a part of the sentence is underlined. Five 

alternatives are given to the underlined part which will 

improve the meaning of the sentence. Choose the correct 

alternative. In case no improvement is needed, click the 

option corresponding to "No improvement.”



The Amazon sacred headwaters region is cultural 

and ecological gem.

1. is a cultural and

2. is the cultural and

3. are cultural and

4. is an cultural and

5. No improvement



Nature is an expert at handle unexpected amounts of 

rainfall.

1. for handle

2. on handle

3. at handling

4. for handled

5. No improvement



A stranded dolphin has been saved after a five-hours 

rescue operation.

1. an five-hours

2. a five-hour

3. an five-hour

4. five-hours

5. No improvement



Global warming not only accelerates glacial melt, 

and also causes ocean water to expand in volume.

1. but also cause

2. or also causes

3. but also causes

4. yet also causes

5. No improvement



If the oxygen level will drop to zero, the water will 

become septic.

1. dropping to

2. drops to

3. dropped to

4. shall drop to

5. No improvement



Select the phrase/connector from the given three options 

which can be used to form a single sentence from the two 

sentences given below, implying the same as expressed in 

the statement sentences.



We shift to online education. More attention needs 

to be paid on how we impart it.

1. While we shift to

2. Imparting online education

3. Paying attention to

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 1 and 2

5. Both 2 and 3



Many states began online classes. This was done to 

ensure continuity in learning.

1. Online classes were beginning

2. In a bid to ensure

3. To ensure continuity in learning

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 2 and 3

5. Both 1 and 2



The WHO softened its position. This was done in 

response to the commentary.

1. the commentary was done

2. in response to the commentary

3. WHO has softened

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 1 and 2

5. All 1 , 2 and 3



Months of debate have passed. There is growing 

concern among scientists about this transmission route.

1. after months of debate

2. debate has passed

3. scientists are concerned

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 1 and 2

5. Both 2 and 3



There are processes called trials. They are done to test if the 

vaccine is safe in humans and produces protective antibodies.

1. trials are done

2. processes are done

3. testing of vaccine

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 1 and 2

5. Both 2 and 3
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